Harper Lee’s

To Kill a Mockingbird
Understanding by Design Unit Outline

Rationale
Harper Lee’s To Kill a Mockingbird is a timeless classic, and a novel that has achieved an untouched place in English Language Arts classrooms for many reasons. Lee presents a story about down to earth and relatable characters, and freshman in high school will be able to appreciate Scout’s innocent, honest and naïve perspective and all of the “coming of age” experiences that she encounters. Further, this novel is overflowing with themes and issues that are universal for all human beings. By using this book as a tool for inquiry, students have the opportunity to investigate these issues and learn more about other human beings and themselves. Further, the issues and ideological beliefs raised and questioned in this novel are not limited to specific eras or regions, but rather are issues that continue to be relevant to American society. Thus, while reading this book, students will also learn a great deal about current events and how to be better citizens after examining present day race relations in the U.S., white supremacy groups, the Jena Six, and inequities in education, resources and opportunities allotted to different groups of people. Finally, students will question and evaluate their own values, beliefs and morals, especially in relation to issues regarding race, prejudice and discrimination. 
All of the themes and issues presented in Lee’s story are rich opportunities for students to use critical thinking skills to analyze these topics, and also for them to explore sophisticated language and literary techniques that work together to create a classic story. 

Objectives 
Students will 
	understand character development

understand the importance of setting
understand the structural elements of the novel (The children witness things such as tolerance, respect for others and courage in Part I; they practice the same things in Part II)
identify, discuss and analyze the elements of style used by the author (symbolism, point of view, irony, tone)
understand that a novel (or literature in general) reflects life
	identify, trace, and analyze the themes of the novel, especially those that persist over time (prejudice and the mistreatment of others, maturation and the loss of innocence, compassion and understanding, courage and cowardice
	understand how readers and authors are influenced by individual, social, cultural and historical contexts, by looking at the setting of the novel, the era in which it was written, and how perspectives change reading it in 2008. 
	Write and revise an original essay, while adhering to the conventions of standard written English. 
	Recognize literary devices and incorporate them into their writing. 
	explore how language can be used for power and control by communicating ideological beliefs and/ or by challenging them.   
interact with a variety of texts and genres to enhance their understandings of Mockingbird, and in order for them to learn how texts exist in dialogue with each other. 
understand that it is necessary to critique our own subconscious values, perceptions, and opinions of the world. 
recognize and examine historical examples of injustices that have happened and continue to happen in the Unites States and throughout the world. 
demonstrate an understanding of persisting societal ideologies, including traditional beliefs about superiority in terms of race, class, and gender. 

Essential Questions
How does living right depend on awareness, willingness and courage? 
What responsibility do individuals have to protect the innocent? 
What happens when people fear what they do not understand? 
How can gender stereotypes influence people’s behavior? 
	How do some of the most important parts of a child’s education take place outside of the classroom? 

How do appearances not always reflect reality? 
	How do people tend to judge others by their own standards? 
	How can one person release evil into a community?  
	How are insight, maturity, understanding, and integrity not always related to age, social standing, or formal education? 
	How is courage having the inner strength to do what you believe is right even when the odds of succeeding are poor? 
	In what ways can an individual's attitudes, prejudices, and biases have roots in the past?
	Which life lessons are most memorable and why?
What experiences contribute to our identity formation?
How do we learn to empathize with others?
In what situations is personal character revealed? 
In what ways are we similar to and different from people in other cultures? Communities? Classes? Races? 
What is prejudice? Discrimination? A stereotype?  Why do they exist? How do they influence injustices? 
Is there a superior race/gender?  Explain.
How can I combat injustices in my world?
How do texts construct, reinforce or challenge persisting ideologies, traditional beliefs?  How do we construct meaning from what we read? 
What are the shaping forces on our thinking, being, acting in relation to racism?
What is the real meaning of Courage? Justice? Prejudice? an education 
	what do our personal values, moral choices and ethical beliefs reveal about us?

Teaching and learning strategies

*cooperative learning					*lab/manipulative		
*demonstration						*technology			
 *discussion groups					*note taking/lecture		
*grouping						*question and answer	
*interactive video/disc					* student presentations/performances



Anticipatory Set:	The students will been introduced to the topics of prejudice, discrimination, 				tolerance and the societal and personal impact of each.



Activities
small group work	
whole class and small group discussions
reading and analyzing relevant poetry
writing workshop: critical lens essay, graphic organizers and peer editing
Introduction to Allegories
	brainstorming exercise on setting: Mapping Maycomb
	overhead note-taking on various PowerPoint presentations 					
	media literacy: comparing and contrasting the novel to the movie 
	Exit Slips

Do It Now activities 
	Web-quest Activity 







Materials/Resources
To Kill a Mockingbird  novel and video
Mobile Lab
Technology Applications and resources (Smartboard, Youtube) 
Hand-out provided by the instructor 

Assignments
Complete a variety of writing exercises for homework, including reader responses and blog discussion responses.
Participate in group activities for literature exercises.
Read the novel 


Forms of Assessment:
nightly homework assignments 				
participation in class discussions 
critical lens essay				
technology projects (web-quest)				
quiz
presentation (oral/group work)	with accompanying posters	
In class activities, various exercises 


